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present a classic problem of negative evidence in language learning: since the 
morphemes cannot themselves be denied (see Section 4), caregivers cannot 














Uzundag, Tasci, Kuntäy & Aksu-Koç, 2015).		Indeed as we will show below, 
Tibetan mothers often come to the rescue of young children by explicitly 
distinguishing the felicity conditions of the evidentials in conversation. 
Structured discourse may both make it difficult for children to make mistakes, 
	 5	
and give them clues about how to use the evidentials felicitously even before 
































































































































development of direct evidentials, the demonstrative ‘dug ga is used almost 
always with a demonstrative gesture to elicit shared attention on a focal object 
(like the English look!). This draws a child’s attention over time not only to the 
object of shared attention, but to the fact that ‘dug is being used to reflect the 
fact that something can be seen by the speaker. This demonstrative 
construction probably plays a crucial role in scaffolding the direct evidential 
meaning. 	
 The harder distinction is that between yod sa red and yod kyi red, the 
indirect evidentials. But the fact that ‘dug is established helps here, too. 
Whenever yod sa red is felicitous, there is always some other state of affairs — 
the relevant evidence — for which a ‘dug statement is felicitous. If we consider 
the spontaneous dialogues between Tibetan mothers and their children (see 
Table 1 for illustrations), we can see that the mother uses a specific inferential 
evidential for a broad claim, and backs it up with a statement marked by the 
direct evidential about visible signs justifying the inference. Hearing 
conjunctions of claims like these provides good information for the child about 
the warrants for inference. These pedagogical dialogues reveal the adult's 
	 11	
sensitivity to clarifying the reasoning for the child, and in the process reveal the 
particular felicity conditions for specific indirect evidentials versus direct 
evidentials.  
Table 1 Examples of Tibetan mother’s use of indirect (inferential) evidentials in 
natural samples  
Example 1:  
kyod rang gyi cho cho coolie rgyugs ga phyin yod sa red gzugs po la nag po god ‘dug you 
<genitive> brother labourer became is (specific inference evidential) body <locative> black 
dirt is (direct evidential)  
‘Your brother looks like a laborer; he has black dirt on his body’.  
Example 2:  
phun tsok yang so rus ‘dug co yang so rus ‘dug Youngling slob gra la cong tso  
mngar mo kyang kyang bza’ sdad kyi yod sa red  
Phuntsok <possessive> tooth rotten is (direct evidential) he <possessive> tooth rotten is 
(direct evidential ). Youngling school <locative> kid <plural> sweet over and over eat 
<present continuous> is (specific inference evidential) ‘Phuntsok’s teeth are rotten and his 
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